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Recent work identified a concerning trend of disproportional gender representation in research participants
in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Motivated by the fact that Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) shares
many participant practices with HCI, we explored whether this trend is mirrored in our field. By producing a
dataset covering participant gender representation in all 684 full papers published at the HRI conference from
2006-2021, we identify current trends in HRI research participation. We find an over-representation of men
in research participants to date, as well as inconsistent and/or incomplete gender reporting which typically
engages in a binary treatment of gender at odds with published best practice guidelines. We further examine
if and how participant gender has been considered in user studies to date, in-line with current discourse
surrounding the importance and/or potential risks of gender based analyses. Finally, we complement this with
a survey of HRI researchers to examine correlations between the who is doing with the who is taking part,
to further reflect on factors which seemingly influence gender bias in research participation across different
sub-fields of HRI. Through our analysis we identify areas for improvement, but also reason for optimism, and
derive some practical suggestions for HRI researchers going forward.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the start of the IEEE/ACM International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction in 2006,
(some) researchers have been concerned with whether user gender might influence human-robot
interaction (HRI) [26, 32, 88]. Today, HRI works continue to examine the impact of user gender [52,
69, 78], robot gendering [15, 93] and if/how these two might interact [25, 34, 45, 58]. At the same
time, recent critiques have drawn attention to the way that current approaches to technology
development and deployment may be upholding and reinforcing historical systems of gender-based
oppression. This can happen through e.g., subtly favouring specific gender identities in recruitment
and software development [17, 55], but also through data exclusion [62, 70, 82, 87], embedding
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gender bias directly into machines [13, 70, 77] and designing technologies which propagate harmful
gender norms [37, 84, 90].

A number of ethical AI and robotics guidelines explicitly identify the need for diversity regarding
who gets to contribute to the design and evaluation of autonomous systems. For example, the
Foundation for Responsible Robotics identifies that responsible robotics starts during research
and development, and includes ‘ensuring that a diverse set of viewpoints are represented in the
development of the technology’ 1. Similarly, the IEEE Ethically Aligned Design identifies that the risk
of developing systems which disadvantage specific groups can be addressed by ‘including members
of diverse social groups in both the planning and evaluation of AI systems’ 2. In addition to this
ethical imperative, and specifically relating to gender, Tannenbaum et al. argue that sex and gender
analyses can “foster scientific discovery, improve experimental efficiency and enable social equality”
and have called on researchers to coordinate their efforts to implement robust methods of sex and
gender analysis [85]. This call was echoed again by one of Tannenbaum’s co-authors, Friederike
Eyssel, in her keynote at the 2022 IEEE/ACM Conference on Human-Robot Interaction [29]. To
summarise: who is taking part in HRI research concerns us not only because we want robust and
generalisable results, but also because diversity in our user studies is a crucial precursor to the
ethical design and development of effective HRI.
It is important to note that diversity in research participation is a complex and multifaceted

concept. Dimensions of diversity include (but are not limited to) age, race, nationality, language,
ableness, socio-economic status, and of course, gender. Intersectionality is the term used to describe
how these dimensions of diversity can interact, and has been examined in HCI research [73]. This
previous research shows that while we see some reporting for multiple dimensions of diversity,
gender is by far the most common to be reported along with age. This is likely due to the fact
that it is standard practice in human subject research to report participant gender (see e.g. APA
reporting guidelines3) for reasons pertaining to e.g., generalisability and the support of meta-
analyses. As such, while it would be preferable to examine participant diversity more holistically
and intersectionally, in this work we collect data on gender alone. However, we do consider some
implications of intersectionality (specifically gender x academic discipline) when examining who
is doing HRI. In the field of computing, a reduced sense of belonging (correlated with increased
dropout rate) has been identified among people with sexual orientations or gender identities that
do not conform with stereotypes in the field [83], so we might expect a similar pattern of identity
within HRI.

In their 2021 paper at the ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI),
Offenwanger et al. identified a number of concerning trends regarding gender bias (see definitions
under Section 1.2) in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research [59]. Undertaking a systematic
review of 1,147 CHI papers published between 1981 and 2020, the authors documented a persistent
under-representation of women (including a steady decline in the number of women participating in
studies hosted on Amazon Mechanical Turk), as well as the invisibility and othering of non-binary
participants. They also noted that gender bias patterns vary across sub-topics of HCI research with
e.g. studies pertaining to physical interaction and virtual environments having lower representation
of women than those pertaining to family and home or community infrastructure. Given that HRI
is known to employ similar methods to HCI when it comes to design and user studies [40, 51, 63],
Offenwanger et al.’s findings motivate a thorough reflection on how we are doing HRI, perhaps more
specifically who we are inviting to do it with us, and how we are reporting that in our publications.

1https://responsiblerobotics.org/mission/
2https://standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ec/ead-v1.html
3see APA7 Section 5.5: https://apastyle.apa.org/jars
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With 2021 marking 15 years of the annual IEEE/ACM Conference on Human-Robot Interaction,
we take this opportunity to investigate research trends and practices documented in works accepted
for publication at the conference to date, as a snapshot of the HRI field (and its development
over time) more broadly. We replicate and expand on Offenwanger et al.’s process to review the
684 papers published at the HRI conference from its inception in 2006 up until 2021, and report
on the proportions of men, women and non-binary participants included in research published
there to date. We additionally reflect on different practices to quantify diversity of representation,
inspired by domains such as ecology and applied as measures for diversity among participants of
conferences and experiments, noting the tension of attempting to capture something fundamentally
complex in one comparable number. Motivated by Tannenbaum et al. [85], we further comment on
if/how researchers in our community have been treating and/or examining the role of gender in
HRI with respect to their data analyses. We make the dataset resulting from our systematic review
available for the community 4. Finally, we complement this systematic data collection and review
of the conference literature with a survey of HRI researchers to examine any connections between
who is doing and who is taking part in HRI research. This is done by dividing HRI research into
sub-topics, and looking at trends within those in terms of participants’ gender and researchers’
gender, academic background and current research field.

1.1 Article Overview
This article paper is structured as follows.We first aim to establish a common ground with the reader
by defining what is meant with the words "gender", "sex", and "bias" in the current paper (Section 1.2)
before stating our research questions (Section 1.3). In Section 2 we then present related work on the
topics of gender, diversity and critique of HRI research practice. Section 3 describes the research
participation dataset we created (and how we did so) in order to examine research participation
in studies published at the HRI conference to date. Section 4 presents the complementary survey
we administered to HRI researchers in order look for any links between researcher identity, HRI
sub-topic and research participation. Our findings are presented, with signposting to our research
questions, in Section 5. We discuss key implications from these findings in Section 6 resulting in a
summary of practical suggestions (at the individual researcher and research community levels) in
Section 6.3. Finally, we provide a brief summary conclusion in Section 7.

1.2 Definitions of Gender, Sex and Bias
Bias is a word that has many meanings in different fields, so for clarity, we here outline what
we mean by gender, and gender bias. When defining gender, it is important to note that sex and
gender are separate things, but frequently conflated. Offenwanger et al. [59], referred readers to
the definition provided by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research, which clearly differentiates
the two: “Sex refers to a set of biological attributes in humans and animals. It is primarily associated
with physical and physiological features including chromosomes, gene expression, hormone levels
and function, and reproductive/sexual anatomy. [...] Gender refers to the socially constructed roles,
behaviours, expressions and identities of girls, women, boys, men, and gender diverse people. It influences
how people perceive themselves and each other, how they act and interact, and the distribution of
power and resources in society” [1]. This is consistent with definitions from research institutes
in other governments such as Sweden [3], where the majority of the authors of this paper are
currently based. In this work, we refer to gender and gender representation, rather than sex, but
acknowledge that (a) sex is also relevant, as sex-related differences (that in some cases might
correlate with gender) can impact research results and (b) researchers might be conflating sex

4https://osf.io/xw7m9/
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and gender when reporting participant demographics, exasperated by the fact that so few articles
specify how questions surrounding gender and/or sex were asked (see related commentary under
Section 6.2).

As per Offenwanger et al. [59], we knew that it was unlikely we would be able to identify exactly
how different authors were operationilising gender, i.e., did they ask participants about gender, or
sex? How was this question asked, if multiple choice, what answer options were given? Previous
work on gender sensitivity (or a lack thereof) in HCI research has previously called attention to
this issue, and called for researchers to be upfront in their understanding of gender when writing
about it [18]. In our case, we also want to state our definition of gender before we are faced, in
the literature we review, with conceptions of gender that might be incompatible with it, because
if we don’t, our paper reinforces a conception of gender that we do not agree with. As such, we
also extend our definition of gender to include that ”[g]ender identity is not confined to a binary
(girl/woman, boy/man) nor is it static; it exists along a continuum and can change over time. There
is considerable diversity in how individuals and groups understand, experience and express gender
through the roles they take on” again per the Canadian Institutes of Health Research [1] and again
in line with information from the national health service in Sweden 5. Whilst some fields typically
group gender variables with sexual orientation under the umbrella term Sexual Orientation and
Gender Identity (SOGI), we saw no evidence of this in the HRI literature and limit our discussions
here to sex and gender only.
We want to explicitly affirm our viewpoint that gender goes beyond binary, even though we

have not always been able to treat it as such in this work due to the historically binary assump-
tion/treatment of gender evidenced in those papers we’ve reviewed, and in (some of) the diversity
measures we have replicated (i.e. Offenwanger et al.’s Distance from Even Representation mea-
sure [59], see Section 2). The binary assumption of gender exists both in government systems
[37, 75] and in research, and causes problems for many reasons, among them the difficulty of
tracking the participation of non-binary people in research [59]. While this binary treatment
is now widely acknowledged to be problematic, and steps are being taken to rectify it legally
[2, 3, 43, 76, 79, 80] and in research [50, 71], this is a slow process, and we are still confronted with
binary treatments of gender.
With regard to the definition of gender bias, previous definitions include: “any set of attitudes

and/or behaviors which favors one sex over the other” [10, p. 83] and: “a systematically erroneous
gender dependent approach related to social construct, which incorrectly regards women and men as
similar/different” [66, p. ii46]. In the first instance then, when we speak of gender bias in research
participation we are talking about systems and practices that result in an over-representation of
one gender over others. The latter definition alludes then to biases arising from failing to account
for gender differences, or from looking for (and perhaps post-hoc rationalising) gender differences
where one should not — a theme we discuss in the context of when (not) to do gender analyses and
the seemingly divergent views HRI researchers hold on this topic.

1.3 ResearchQuestions
This article aims to investigate gender representation and diversity in HRI research participation and
factors which might influence it. To this end we address the following questions, via a systematic
review of HRI literature and a survey of HRI researchers. The literature review represents an
(extended) conceptual replication of Offenwanger et al.’s HCI work [59]. Based on their findings
and resultant hypotheses, we examine variations in research participation across sub-topics of
HRI and reported participant recruitment practices, both of which Offenwanger et al. linked with

5https://www.1177.se/liv--halsa/konsidentitet-och-sexuell-laggning/konsidentitet-och-konsuttryck/
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variation in gender bias. The survey adds value to this review, first and foremost, by allowing for
examination of Offenwanger et al.’s hypothesis that variation in researcher identity might correlate
with diversity in research participation.
RQ1 Is there evidence of gender bias (per Section 1.2) in HRI research participation to date?
RQ2 (How) does any such bias vary across:

a. different sub-topics (identified using probablistic topic modelling per [59]) within HRI ?
b. different participant recruitment practices?

RQ3 Who, in terms of gender and educational background, is working on the different sub-topics
of HRI that we identify within the literature?

and, based on the above:

RQ4 Is there any link between researcher identity and participant gender diversity/representation?
We further take the opportunity to reflect on what HRI researchers are doing with gender data,

and what (other) data by asking:
RQ5 How many papers document analyses and/or report effects relating to participant gender?

Of these, how many such papers were primarily concerned with participant gender as an
independent experimental variable of interest, versus a potential confound?

Together, these questions represent a thorough reflection on the who, how and why of HRI user
studies, which are a cornerstone of HRI research. As we discuss in more detail later (Section 5), the
majority of HRI conference papers each year report some sort of user study, by which we mean any
study including human subjects, therefore including e.g. design studies and basic usability testing.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Gender and Diversity in Human-Robot Interaction
Relatively few works in HRI explicitly set out to investigate how user gender may influence HRI:
only 31 of the 684 papers we reviewed were identified as addressing explicit research question(s)
and/or testing specific hypotheses regarding user gender. However, a larger number of papers (n =
64) were identified as including gender in their analyses e.g. as a confounding variable. Across all of
these works, just over half (n = 50) reported a significant effect of user gender with the remaining
(n = 45) reported the lack of such (see full results under Section 5.3). Many such analyses pertain to
whether perceptions of a particular robot, robot behaviour or application vary across participant
gender (e.g. [5, 21, 68, 72]) but others pertain to behavioural differences (or lack thereof) when
interacting with a robot (e.g. [30, 31, 54, 74]). As such, previous literature paints a mixed picture
with regards to if, when, and how a person’s gender might directly impact their experience of HRI
in the context of these HRI experimental settings and measures.
Given the relatively small overall number of papers discussing gender in our corpus (a total

of 95 out of 684) as well as potentially divergent views within the HRI community (see further
comments on this under Section 6.2.1) a broader question might be: (when) is gender analysis
appropriate in the first place? As previously noted, Tannenbaum et al. claim that, per the title of their
Nature perspectives article, ‘sex and gender analysis improves science and engineering’ [85]. The
authors draw attention to the necessity of gender and sex analysis for equality e.g. in designing for
physical safety (car safety devices which account for sex differences in physical size) and reducing
gender bias in AI systems (persons in a kitchen being default tagged as women by image labelling
systems). Notably however, on this last point, they note that “a first challenge in algorithmic bias is
to identify when it is appropriate for an algorithm to use gender information. In some settings, such
as the assignment of job ads, it might be desirable for the algorithm to explicitly ignore the gender
of an individual as well as features such as weight, which may correlate with gender but are not
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directly related to job performance.”. However, others might argue that gender should explicitly
be considered in the context of job applications (although arguably by trained human recruiters,
rather than any sort of algorithmic system) as a way to account for effects of gender bias in the
workplace [65] and/or to support affirmative action policies which work towards diversity goals of
an organisation [86, ch. 7].

This importance of context over categorisation is taken up in another recent Nature perspectives
article which calls for researchers to move away from social categories (including e.g. race and
gender) and instead consider social context [23]. The authors Cikara et al. note that “gender and
racial or ethnic categories are often treated as purposive social groups, as though tagging a person with
a category comprehensively capture their thoughts, feelings and perceptions [...] Repeatedly relying
on categories in research gives rise to illusory essences — the notion (even among experts) that these
categories represent objective, definable and fixed constructs — which in turn, reifies the categories.”. A
better question then might be: how can we conduct gender sensitive research in HRI? Here we can
take inspiration from our colleagues in HCI who have a head start on us in critically considering
these issues, and we want to spotlight Burtscher and Spiel’s article on this topic as an excellent
starting point [18].

Regardless of the above, diversity in research participation is important from both a technical and
ethical perspective with regards to delivering effective HRI that has positive impact in the real-world.
As summarised by Offenwanger et al. [59], failure to ensure diversity (with respect to gender, in the
first instance) can have a negative impact on underrepresented populations “through unintentional
exclusion [62, 87], which can lead to role stereotyping [13, 77] and new technologies being difficult
to use for underrepresented groups [4, 16, 53, 56, 70, 82]”. Under-representation can be especially
problematic for people with non-normative gender identities, as exclusion can be easily caused
by inadequate analysis tools. Most gender analyses, particularly statistical analyses, are confined
to only analysing men and women, and it is not unusual for (even the most well-intentioned)
researchers to exclude participants with non-normative identities due to sample sizes being too low
for inclusion in statistical tests. Even the Distance from Even Representation (DER) measure used by
Offenwanger et al. to illustrate the under-representation of women in HCI studies “is confined to
comparing the representation of men and women and cannot be used to analyse more complex gender
representation” [59]. Alternative metrics such as diversity measures from ecology [33, 41] have
been proposed as a way to address this problem, and we discuss the practical applicability of these
under Section 2.3.

2.2 Previous Critique of HRI (and Related) Research Practice
HRI researchers have noted the importance of conducting user and design studies with diverse
sets of participants that reflect the eventual target population [14, 67]. The publications in the
first seven editions of the HRI conference had, however, an over-representation of men among
their participants [89]. To our knowledge, this is the only equivalent previous work specifically
concerned with examining gender representation in HRI research participants. However, HRI
researchers have been very active in critiquing the field’s typical research practices. For example,
work has been done on examining author diversity [20], classifying HRI publication methodology
[9], reviewing data collection tools [22, 74], calling out the need for replication of studies [44],
and pointing out a troubling lack of reporting with regards to ethics practices [64], recruitment,
compensation, and participant gender [24].
Moving from HRI to our neighbouring field of HCI, previous works have examined researcher

diversity [11, 41, 92] and its relation to publishing [57], evaluation methods in HCI [7], participant
sample sizes [19], participant gender [18, 59, 71], and intersectionality [18, 73]. Existing guidelines
for collecting and reporting participant gender [71] and commentary on how researchers might
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practice (gender) sensitive research [18] are essential reading for those in HRI interested in this
topic, and very much inform the recommendations we later present under Section 6.3. In the fields
of computer science and AI more broadly, initiatives like the UNESCO report on the digital gender
divide [90] and UNICEF’s policy guidance on the development of AI for and with children [28]
further call for gender diversity in those involved with the development and evaluation of AI-
enabled systems.

2.3 Quantifying Diversity in Research
Diversity is notoriously difficult to define, partly due to its close relation to complexity, and to the
hierarchical interdependence and fuzziness of many categories [49, 60]. Although no definition
is perfect there are many useful ways to define diversity in measurable ways, whether within or
between categories.
To facilitate monitoring of diversity and representation in scientific communities several ways

of quantifying diversity have been considered. Inspired by ecology, a Gender Diversity Index (GDI)
has been proposed [33, 41], in which weighted Shannon indices [81] were calculated to measure
gender diversity of keynote speakers, authors and conference organisers. The proposed benefit
of the GDI is that one number in the range [0;1] will capture several aspects of diversity, where a
higher number corresponds to better diversity, making comparison and tracking over time easier.
The boundaries are achieved by normalising the Shannon index 𝐻 ′, that is, calculating a Pielou
index 𝐽 ′;

𝐽 ′ =
𝐻 ′

𝐻 ′
𝑚𝑎𝑥

= − 1
ln𝑆

𝑆∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖 ln𝑝𝑖 , (1)

in which 𝑝𝑖 is the relative abundance of species 𝑖 , and 𝑆 is the number of species. To capture
more aspects of diversity Hupont et al. [41] created a Conference Diversity Index consisting of the
average of the three Pielou indices for gender, institute affiliation and geographic provenance.
In ecology there is a plethora of diversity measures, and many of them can be written in the

form of a Hill number,

𝑞𝐷 ≡
(

𝑆∑
𝑖=1

𝑝
𝑞

𝑖

)1/(1−𝑞)
(2)

in which 𝑝𝑖 is the relative abundance of species 𝑖 , and 𝑞 is a constant defining different diversity
measures [47]. At the limit when 𝑞 approaches 1, the diversity measure becomes the exponential of
the Shannon index. The diversity can be measured within a community (alpha diversity), between
communities (beta diversity), or a single measure can be calculated to capture both (gamma diversity)
[48]. However, the use of diversity measures in ecology is contested [39]. The simplicity of such
indices makes comparisons easy, but the lack of context or depth can make the comparisons unfair
or misleading. After all, the clarity of the index is a consequence of a lot of information being
excluded by the compression. The various indices promote different aspects of diversity, such as
number of species (richness), the relative abundance of the species (evenness), or presence of rare
or endangered species. The Shannon index depends on both the richness and the evenness, but the
Pielou index is achieved by discarding the richness.
The diversity measures mentioned thus far all rely on entropy to conceptualise diversity. An

alternative, for instance used by Offenwanger et al. [59] in their Distance from Even Representation
(DER) measure, is to look at distance. The DER measure was specifically developed to measure
inequality of representation between men and women, defined as

𝐷𝐸𝑅 =
𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛 −𝑚𝑒𝑛

𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛 +𝑚𝑒𝑛
. (3)
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This results in a number ranging from [-1;1] where 0 corresponds to equal representation, negative
values to an over-representation of men, and positive values to an over-representation of women.
Although this metric lacks the ability to handle more than two genders, or intersectional aspects of
gender, its simplicity makes both interpretations and limitations clear.

In the current paper, we report both DER and GDI measures from our collected data, to allow a
direct comparison to Offelwanger et al. [59]’s work on the CHI and Hupont et al. [41]’s work on the
ACII (Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction) communities. However, we are aware that
none of these measures are well suited to capture the complexities of gender spectra and dynamics.
We would therefore like to take this opportunity to call for novel and more appropriate measures
of diversity. We would at the same time point out that all aspects of diversity cannot be captured
by an index, so when using a diversity measure it is important to complement it with a discussion
about what aspects that specific measure highlights, and how to appropriately interpret the results.

3 THE HRI RESEARCH PARTICIPATION DATASET
We annotated the 684 full papers published at the ACM/IEEE HRI conference6 from 2006 to 2021
(excluding extended abstracts, LBR’s, student design competitions, and video submissions). Works at
this conference have previously been studied to identify trends and traditions in HRI (e.g. [9, 74, 89]),
and it is arguably the closest HRI equivalent to the ACM SIGCHI conference in HCI, as used by
Offenwanger et al. [59]. Further, the highly selective nature of the conference (the acceptance rate
has consistently remained at, or just below, 25% for more than 10 years) implies that work accepted
for publication is considered high quality by the community. It seems sensible to assume, on this
basis, that methodologies and practices documented in the conference works are likely to be seen
as good practice and propagate through the field more broadly. The conference’s specific focus on
HRI, while accepting a wide variety of approaches to the field, makes ACM/IEEE HRI somewhat
special compared to other robotics conferences that tend to have more of a technical focus and
often relegate HRI to specific sub-tracks. For these reasons, we expect a wide variety also in terms
of awareness and approaches with respect to participant gender, expressed both as presence of
good examples as well as a lack of consensus or awareness regarding best practice.

3.1 Data Collection Tool and Data Schema
We contacted the authors of Offenwanger et al. [59], who provided us with a copy of the Machine
Assisted Gender Data Annotation (MAGDA) tool for this analysis. The MAGDA tool was designed
to complement the data schema developed by Offenwanger et al., which we adhered to in our data
collection. In this way, our dataset (whichwe release with this publication) complements and extends
the dataset released with their publication. In addition to the data captured by Offenwanger et al.
(number of participants and participant information, including both demographics and recruitment
practices), we also extracted text that relates to analysis of participant gender (this would typically
be found in the discussion or results section, e.g. “we used gender of the participants as a control
variable” ). 10% of the data (70 papers, randomly selected) were annotated by four coders to calculate
inter-rater agreement. Agreement was high for overall number of participants (ICC = 0.97), and
number of female and male participants (ICC = 0.84 and 0.82). Due to the very low number of
non-binary participants, it was not possible to calculate agreement for this number. Agreement was
also good for whether recruitment information was reported (Fleiss’ ^ = 0.62), and whether gender
was discussed and/or analysed (Fleiss’ ^ = 0.66). The four coders then annotated the remaining 614
papers, randomly allocated so that each coder annotated approximately the same number of papers.
In cases where some participant data were reported as being excluded from analyses we aimed only

6https://humanrobotinteraction.org/
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to count and report on those participants whose data was actually used in analysis. However, this
was not always possible; where some papers reported the demographics of participants recruited,
then indicated they dropped data from e.g. n = 10, others reported the demographics of participants
whose data was actually analysed. We hence flagged and captured the dropping of participants as
additional participant data (see below).

Offenwanger et al’s paper provides full detail on the guidelines underpinning the data collection
process [59]. Here, we summarise key decisions and assumptions important for interpreting the
results presented in Section 5.

3.1.1 The Binary Assumption. The dataset only contains ‘raw’ information from the papers, mean-
ing that we did not try to interpret it at this stage. For example, if a paper referred to “20 participants
(10 women)”, we reported 20 total participants, of which 10 women and 10 of unknown gender, and
that the paper utilised a binary gender assumption. However, for calculating gender metrics we
interpreted this to mean 10 men and 10 women.

3.1.2 The Othering of Non-Binary Participants. Where papers utilised an other category in reporting
participant gender, we assumed (both during data collection and in participant counts) that these
participants were non-binary individuals, on the basis that they did not identify with binary male
or female terms.

3.2 Classification of (Additional) Participant Data
In order to analyse participant sources as Offenwanger et. al did [59], we tagged all text that
contained additional information about study participants. This typically included items such as
age, nationality, familiarity with robots, etc. Notably, we paid particular attention to reporting
(or lack thereof) of participant recruitment method, given Offenwanger at al.’s suggestion that
gender bias in research participation might stem from recruitment method. We undertook post-
hoc classification on these items, creating a set of labels which were applied to papers based
on the collected data. The full list of labels and criteria for them to be applied can be found in
Supplementary Materials Table I.

3.3 Classification of Gender Analyses and Discussion
We also identified papers that conducted some form of analysis of participant gender. Three coders
(the three authors most familiar with HRI research) individually annotated these papers, which
were then explicitly discussed in order to reach an agreement on what the analyses pertained
to. This was required due to ambiguity in the way we saw such analyses being reported. As a
result, we classified papers that had a clear research question or hypothesis related to gender as
‘main gender discussion’, and further separated these into papers that analysed the relevant results
qualitatively and/or quantitatively. The remaining papers, which treated gender as ‘confound’,
‘controlled’ for gender when conducting statistical analysis, or did some post-hoc analysis, were
labelled as ‘confound’.

3.4 Automatically Identifying Sub-Topics of HRI
In order to classify the papers by HRI sub-topic, we followed the method used by Offenwanger et al.
[59], applying probabilistic topic modelling [12] to our 684 papers using the MALLET library [35].
Based on coherence and perplexity measures, we determined that a suitable set of topics would
most likely lie in the range of 8 to 20 topics. Topic sets in these counts were visualized as word
clouds, and independently labelled, based both on the wordcloud results as well as which papers
were associated with each topic, by three of the authors who have been part of the HRI community
for several years. The results were discussed to select a final list of 15 (non-exclusive) HRI sub-topics
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(see Table 2, original wordclouds are provided in Supplementary Materials Figure 1(a)). We excluded
two topics (‘User Study’ and ‘Data, Systems’ respectively) from final analyses due to their high
paper count and high generality (all but 2 papers tagged with one of these labels were also tagged
with at least one other). The paper count for each topic can be found in Table 2. The distribution of
sub-topics for each year of the conference can be seen in Supplementary Materials Figure 5

4 A SURVEY OF HRI RESEARCHERS
We conducted a short online survey targeting HRI researchers in order to collect additional in-
formation about who is conducting HRI research. Specifically, we asked respondents about: their
experience in HRI (years in the field) and with the HRI conference (number of first and co-authored
papers accepted for publication); gender; educational background; current field; location; research
topic (selecting from our identified sub-topics of HRI with an option to add more topics); and their
research practices, specifically which participant information they typically collect and why (with
response items designed based on what we saw most frequently during our systematic review).
The survey questions are provided in Supplementary Materials Table II.

The primary motivation for undertaking this survey is to explore any correlations between
(diversity in) researcher identity and participant diversity across different sub-topics, motivated by
the initial evidence for such presented in [59]. Asking researchers to select sub-topics from the same
list we identified from the systematic review allowed us to correlate trends in that sub-topic with
author identity (gender, education, specialism) and practices. Whilst this might have resulted in a
somewhat ‘looser’ connection between our survey respondents and the dataset from our systematic
review, we preferred this approach to any attempt to post-hoc identify e.g. the gender of specific
authors of publications in our dataset (as done e.g. by [41]).
For analyses pertaining to correlations in researcher versus participant diversity, we utilise

survey data only for those respondents who identified as having authored or co-authored one or
more publications published at the HRI conference. For other data presented in the supplementary
materials, e.g. regarding data collection practices and educational background, we utilise data from
all respondents.
Participants were recruited via international robotics and HRI mailing lists, social media ad-

vertisement and through the authors’ research networks and were not compensated for their
participation. A total of 113 researchers completed the survey (see Section 5.2 for their demo-
graphics). Figure 1 shows participants’ years of experience working in HRI broken down across
those who did and did not report publishing work at the HRI conference. Notably, 73 (65%) of the
respondents reported publishing at the conference, and it is the data from these respondents that
we use when investigating the correlation between author and participant diversity. This survey
should be interpreted with some key caveats. Even though we distributed it across various HRI
news channels, the people who took part might not have been an accurate representation of who
conducted HRI research (and/or published at the conference) across these last 15 years. Also, it
is possible that the people we recruited might have been already interested in issues of diversity,
which would be reflected in their research practice.

5 FINDINGS
5.1 Who is Taking Part in HRI Research? (RQ 1,2)
Concerning RQ1 on HRI participation, we find (similar to [59]) that gender reporting is increasing
(Figure 2). Also, our analysis reveals that, of the papers that report gender, men have made up
the majority of HRI research participants to date, with a small but consistent gap between men
and women (Figure 3 left) that shows no indication of changing (Figure 3 right). Across all HRI
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Fig. 1. Variation in years of experience across survey respondents who have/have not published at the HRI
conference.

conference papers between 2006 and 2021, average DER was -0.085, and has fluctuated around an
average of -0.066 since 2010.

Mirroring Offenwanger et al.’s findings from HCI [59], non-binary participants represent only a
tiny proportion of participants in HRI research studies (making them barely visible on Figure 4).
Only in 2020 and 2021 have more than two papers at the conference reported studies including non-
binary participants, with these participants representing 0.18% and 0.46% 7 of the total participants
described in those years, respectively. From the current data it is not possible to know the extent to
which this under-representation might be caused by authors providing only binary answer options
in gender demographics questions. Further, only 6 of the 17 papers across 2020 and 2021 reporting
studies with non-binary participants avoided othering by specifically utilising gender terms such as
non-binary rather than simply listing anyone who didn’t identify with pre-defined items under an
‘other’ category, deviating from published best practices for the inclusive capture and reporting of
participant gender [71].
Concerning RQ2a on variation in gender bias patterns across different research topics, Figure

5 (left) shows (by use of the DER measure) that participant gender diversity varies across sub-
topics of HRI, with a Kruskal-Wallis test demonstrating some of these differences to be significant
(𝜒2 (13) = 36.639, 𝑝 < 0.001). Specifically, we found that the subtopic of "control and teleoperation"
had significantly lower DER compared to "groups", "gaze and attention", "gender and anthropomor-
phism", and "design and design studies". The mean and standard deviation of DER for each subtopic,
and post-hoc pairwise comparisons using Dunn tests, are provided in Table 2 and Supplementary
Materials Table III.

Concerning RQ2b regarding the impact that recruitment method might have on gender diversity
in research participants, we found that only three recruitment practices were referred to in five or
7we note that 0.46% might be considered somewhat representative based on US population statistics based (see https:
//williamsinstitute.law.ucla.edu/publications/nonbinary-lgbtq-adults-us/)
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Fig. 2. Gender reporting by year for each HRI conference from 2006-2021. Left: raw number of papers at each
year with/without participants and gender reporting. The papers marked as having "no participants" refer to
papers that did not report a user evaluation or user study; as can be seen, the majority of papers published at
the HRI conference report some sort of study with human subjects. Right: the percentage of papers (with
participants) reporting participant gender. Gender reporting appears to have increased but is not ubiquitous,
and there is no indication of a continuing trend.

Fig. 3. Left: histogram of paper DER of men and women [59] based on the 446 papers from which DER could
be calculated. DER = 0.0 is marked by the black dashed line, whereas the purple dashed line marks the mean
DER across all papers (−0.08). Right: DER of papers published at each year of the conference.

more papers across multiple years of the conference (see Table I in the supplementary materials for
our coding schema). These were community and local institution recruitment — which appear to
have remained consistently common across all years of the conference — and crowdsourcing — the
majority of which specifically refers to Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), which has increasingly
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Fig. 4. Total (normalised) count of participants of different genders across all papers which reported participant
gender data. The number of people reported as non-binary was zero for all years except 2014 (4 people), 2017
(5 people), 2018 (8 people), 2019 (2 people), 2020 (13 people), and 2021 (39 people).

Fig. 5. Left: DER by sub-topic of HRI based on our dataset of HRI papers from 2005-2021. DER = 0.0 is marked
by the black dashed line, whereas the purple dashed line marks the mean DER across all papers (−0.08); the
Groups subtopic was the only topic to have a non-negative DER, with a mean DER of 0.001. Right: DER across
the most common recruitment practices consistently referred across multiple papers and multiple years of
the conference.
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Table 1. Gender distribution of survey respondents divided by whether they published at least one paper at
an HRI conference.

Gender Published at HRI Not published at HRI

Man 38 23
Woman 33 15
Non-binary 0 2
Genderfluid 1 0
I prefer not to say 2 1

appeared since 2015. Specifically, of the 65 papers that used crowdsourcing methods, 56 (86%) used
MTurk.
The COVID-19 pandemic likely made in-person user studies infeasible for many researchers

in 2020 and 2021; however, given that papers published at HRI 2020 were submitted in autumn
2019, this alone does not explain the increase in MTurk studies between 2019 and 2020. Similarly,
if the pandemic was specifically responsible for a (temporary) increase in the use of MTurk for
recruitment, then a larger increase than demonstrated might also have been expected between HRI
2020 and HRI 2021. As such, it seems reasonable to conclude there is a steady increase in the use of
MTurk for recruiting HRI research participants, regardless of the pandemic.

Figure 5 (right) shows DER across the different recruitment types reported in papers, which was
significantly different (Kruskal-Wallis test, 𝜒2 (3) = 12.24, 𝑝 < 0.01). We replicate Offenwanger
et al’s finding that crowdsourcing seems to represent a potential source of gender bias within
participants, because papers citing its use have significantly lower DER than papers utilising other
recruitment methods (post-hoc Dunn test, 𝑍 = −2.92, 𝑝 = .01. The full table of post-hoc pairwise
comparisons can be found in Supplementary Materials Table IV).

5.2 Who is Doing HRI Research? (RQ3)
Of the 113 survey respondents, 61 identified as men, 48 as women, 2 as non-binary, 1 as genderfluid;
3 researchers opted not to share their gender (note that participants could select more than one
gender descriptor, in line with best practice guidelines [71]). Respondents’ gender distribution is
shown in Table 1. Respondents reported working across 22 countries, distributed as follows: USA
(41), Sweden (14), the Netherlands (10), Germany (9), the UK (8), Canada (5), Austria (3), Portugal
(3), Switzerland (2), Spain (2), New Zealand (2), Japan (2), Italy (2), Denmark (2), France (1), Israel (1),
India (1), Singapore (1), China (1), Turkey (1), Belgium (1) and Australia (1). As previously mentioned
in Section 4, 73 respondents (65%) reported publishing at least one first or co-authored paper at
an HRI conference. Figure 6 reports the number of HRI researchers working on the subtopics we
previously identified during the systematic review. Due to the low number of respondents who
identified as non-binary, genderfluid, or preferred not to disclose this information, we removed
them from this figure as it would potentially constitute identifiable information.

In the supplementary materials, we provide additional results regarding the number of sub-topics
participated reported working on (Supplementary Materials Figure 2) and their different educational
backgrounds versus current fields (Supplementary Materials Figure 3). Supplementary Materials
Figure 3 in particular represents a study in what more intersectional consideration of diversity and
representation issues in HRI might ‘look like’, as one might consider how educational background
and gender differently impact on movement and/or belonging (building on [83]) within different
sub-topics of research.
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Fig. 6. Number of people working in our identified sub-topics of HRI, divided by gender (note that respondents
could identify more than one area, and also add additional responses in free text form; three respondents
only used free text answers for this question and are hence not represented here). Due to the low number
of respondents who identified as non-binary, genderfluid, or preferred not to disclose this information, we
removed them from this figure as it would potentially constitute identifiable information.

Regarding researcher diversity, we computed the GDI (Gender Diversity Index) proposed in [41]
(Section 2.3), with data from the author survey. Based on a count of self-identified men, women,
non-binary, genderfluid respondents (note that we did not include people that preferred not to
say), we calculated a GDI of 0.58. In comparison, the average GDI of Affective Computing and
Intelligent Interaction (ACII) authors from [41] was 0.85 which would imply a higher diversity in
ACII compared to HRI. However, this comparison needs to be interpreted with some caveats. While
we calculated the GDI based on several self-reported gender categories, whereby respondents could
also enter free text, [41] inferred binary gender categories from authors’ names. As mentioned in
Section 2.3, smaller categories are penalised in the Pielou index; thus, even though our current
GDI appears to be faring worse than the one computed for the ACII conference, it might be a
by-product of trying to evade binary assumptions. Calculating the GDI of our respondents while
only considering men and women, the result becomes 0.99, which is supposedly much more diverse.
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Table 2. Topic number, author generated label, paper count and mean and standard deviation in DER for each
of the sub-topics of HRI generated via probabilistic topic modelling. Note the User Study and Data, Systems
topics were identified as general topics not useful for analysis are also included for reference.

N Topic Label Paper Count M DER SD

14 Groups 66 .00 0.30
7 Design and Design Studies 241 -0.01 0.32
13 Gaze and Attention 123 -0.04 0.30
12 Gender and Anthropomorphism 134 -0.05 0.24
11 Emotion; Affective Robotics; Sound 82 -0.06 0.25
6 Children and Education 117 -0.07 0.33
8 Trust and Ethics 55 -0.07 0.25
2 User Study (Generic Topic) 567 -0.07 0.31
10 Speech and Gestures 113 -0.08 0.26
3 Telepresence and AVs 62 -0.08 0.27
5 Proxemics 126 -0.08 0.34
1 Task and Human Modelling 147 -0.12 0.35
9 Grasping, Kinematics, Motion 71 -0.14 0.34
0 Data, Systems (Generic Topic) 409 -0.14 0.33
4 Control and Teleoperation 140 -0.21 0.33

Furthermore, the Shannon indices (before normalisation) of our respondents are 0.81 and 0.69 when
including 4 and 2 genders respectively. At a first glance it might seem that such unweighted indices
might be better suited for variables with many categories, however, the lack of an upper boundary
makes this number prone to misinterpretation and hijacking. This strengthens our belief that
current diversity measures do not properly account for social diversity, and that novel measures are
sorely needed. Since it is not possible to capture diversity in general with any one simple measure
or model [49, 60], the work of developing such measures for HRI needs to start by identifying
what diversity should mean in HRI and based on that design the measures [39]. This might result
in several measures to be used in parallel. When using these measures, they should always be
presented in conjunction with an appropriate qualitative interpretation grounded in the underlying
definition of diversity.

5.3 Who is DoingWhat in HRI Research and How? (RQ4,5)
Addressing RQ4, Figure 7 shows the relationship between average paper DER (based on our dataset
of HRI papers 2006-2021) and average author DER (based on our HRI researcher survey considering
only those n = 73 respondents who identified as having published at the conference). There is
a moderate correlation between these two values (𝑟 = 0.55, 𝑝 = .054), suggesting a connection
between gender diversity of authors within a sub-topic and gender diversity of the participants
taking part in user studies relating to that topic.

We might expect these relationships to further interact with researcher educational background
and specialism, given known gender trends across e.g. psychology versus robotics and AI [59],
which ought to be considered in line with a fully intersectional approach to understanding these
trends. More diverse research teams might be more aware of under-representation issues, and
therefore strive to attract a more representative sample. Based on the responses of our survey, the
most commonly reported backgrounds and current fields among HRI researchers are computer
science, engineering, social science, and psychology, with the first two being biased towards men
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Table 3. The DER for each background and current field, based on the responses to our survey. Each respon-
dents impact to each field is weighted based on numbers of fields selected; a respondent selecting two fields
as their background is counted as 0.5 in both selected fields. This is the reason for the number of participants
in each category (N) not being an integer. Mathematics and Physical Sciences have been omitted from the
table due to the low number of respondent in those groups (≈ 1 in background, < 1 in current field).

Background Current Field
Field N DER N DER

Computer Science 38.7 -0.09 44.7 -0.15
Engineering 31.8 -0.39 19.3 -0.42
Social Sciences 6.4 0.40 13.8 0.14
Psychology 11.3 0.09 14.2 0.07
Humanities 4.3 0.41 2.4 0.13
Self-described 14.2 -0.06 14.1 -0.04

and the latter two being biased towards women (see Table 3). There is, however, a fair bit of mobility
between researcher background and (current) researcher specialism/field (see Supplementary
Materials Figure 3).

Several survey respondents highlighted their aspiration for representative and diverse sampling,
both for scientific rigour and for more meaningful impact. A smaller number of respondents
specifically highlighted that race/ethnicity needs more attention in HRI — again echoing similar
critique published by HCI researchers [18]. Only 10 papers did such reporting; most of them
are recent (the first being in 2010 and 5 being published since 2018), which might indicate an
improvement due to raised awareness. With more participant information required for a richer
understanding of context, one respondent proposed that: “Maybe the conferences could encourage
reporting of detailed participant information if it somehow did not count against the page limits and
there was a standard list of demographic questions that people could work from.”
On RQ5, the vast majority of papers reporting gender did not conduct gender-based analysis

(the number of papers per year conducting such analyses can be seen in Supplementary Materials
Figure 6). Of the 95 papers that did conduct gender analyses (representing 21% of the total papers
which reported participant gender, Figure 8A), the majority (64 papers, representing 67%) treated
it as a confound, with only 31 being identified as having a gender-related research question or
hypothesis (Figure 8B). Results on the impact of gender are mixed (Figure 8C. This figure is further
broken down by sub-topics in Supplementary Materials Figure 7). Concerning the extent to which
gender is of explicit experimental interest in HRI overall, papers with an explicit research question
or hypotheses represent 7.4% of all papers describing a user study in our systematic review. This is
in line with additional findings from our researcher survey regarding respondents data collection
and reporting, presented in the Supplementary Materials.

6 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

6.1 Gender Bias in HRI Participation
Our findings suggest HRI researcher mirrors HCI research with regards to gender bias in research
participation, as we document an over-representation of men alongside very few non-binary
participants to date. We similarly found these bias patterns to vary across (i) recruitment method, in
particular replicating a concerning trend of decreasing women taking part in (increasingly popular)
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Fig. 7. Average paper DER plotted against author DER.

crowdsourced studies and (ii) HRI sub-topic, which in turn likely links to diversity of researchers
(in terms of gender but also educational background and specialism) working on those sub-topics.

6.1.1 The Pros and Cons of Crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing was the only recruitment method to
be associated with a significant decrease in DER (similar to findings for user studies undertaken
by the CHI community [59]). This is concerning given the popularity of the the MTurk platform
in particular, which has also been condemned for poor ethical practices regarding e.g. workers’
compensation and rights [36]. Other crowdsourcing websites such as Prolific 8 have been posited
as a potentially more ethical alternative for conducting high quality online research [46], and
specifically provide gender screening tools that allow for targeted recruitment of participants that
might be used to increase participant diversity. Of course, such efforts are subject to (1) the gender
representation of workers on those platforms and (2) the use of such screeners e.g. to explicitly
engage with (rather than exclude-by-design) non-binary participants to avoid thus reinforcing their
current under-representation in research. Prolific in particular “went viral” on TikTok in August
2021 leading to ‘30,000 new participant signups to Prolific, which skewed heavily towards female
participants in their 20s’ 9 and have also recently updated their gender screening options to reflect
that participant sign-ups are asked “What gender are you currently? We will ask about your sex later"
with options whereby e.g.Woman explicitly includes Trans Female / Trans Woman. At the time of
writing, the site reports a total of 24,969 men, 40,883 women and 1,777 non-binary participants as
being active on the site in the past 90 days. Prolific’s other screening options offer an excellent
example of why, in practice, gender must be considered intersectionally, as we have alluded to
8https://prolific.co/
9https://blog.prolific.co/we-recently-went-viral-on-tiktok-heres-what-we-learned/
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Fig. 8. A: the number of papers in our dataset which report and/or conduct some sort of analysis relating to
participant gender. B: how participant gender was treated by those papers reporting a gender based analysis
(main hypothesis versus confound). C: the number of papers which reported gender effects versus those
which either specifically reported no effect or, identified including gender in their analysis but did not report
any related gender specific effects.

throughout this article. Whilst there are many more women active on Prolific than men, applying a
screener to find participants whose job involves supervising 10+ subordinates identifies 1,406 men,
1,635 women and 39 non-binary participants who meet this criteria; the relative number of men
compared to women thus being hugely different to the overall proportion of men versus women
active on the site.

6.1.2 Variations Across HRI Sub-Topics and Researcher Diversity. Again mirroring trends seen in
CHI, we found that participant gender representation significantly varied across sub-topics of
HRI research, with papers classified as control and teleoperation, grasping, kinematics and motion,
proxemics and/or task and human modelling typically having greater over-representation of men.
In the Introduction, we identified both moral and practical reasons for maximising diversity in
user testing, and we encourage researchers in these fields to reflect on whether (a) papers they’re
citing and/or generalising from might actually present biased results and (b) whether particular
recruitment practices could be limiting their participant diversity.

Except for the proxemics topic, these topics were self-selected by more men than women in our
survey of HRI researchers, in-line with our finding that researcher DER somewhat correlates with
paper DER. This might partly be explained by variations in sense of belonging among individuals of
different identities in different topics [83], but would seemingly point to another benefit of diversity
and collaboration in research teams, something we suggest HRI is well-poised to offer given gender
and research specialism/fields documented e.g. in Figures 2 and 3.

6.2 The Reporting of Participant Gender and Conducting of Gender Analyses
Whilst the majority of user study papers we analysed reported participants’ gender, it is perhaps
surprising that this was not universal (even in papers from themost recent editions of the conference)
given e.g. the APA guidelines we refer to in the Introduction. Whilst we did not replicate the entirety
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of Offenwanger et al.’s detailed analysis of gender/sex language being used to report participants [59],
we did identify that many papers engaged in the othering of non-binary participants. Therefore,
we encourage HRI researchers to integrate current best practices for the inclusive collection and
analyses of participant gender into their work [71]. We also note that more widespread utilisation
of these practices would improve the clarity of gender reporting.

Whilst the majority of papers we reviewed reported gender to some extent, and our researcher
survey also appeared to suggest the main reason for collecting participant gender was for reporting
purposes, it was surprisingly difficult for us to consistently extract quantitative data about exactly
who had taken part in the studies described. Similarly, we do not know from our current data
to what extent the low number of non-binary participants stems from authors failing to provide
participants with a non-binary option in their gender demographics question, or due to the explicit
recruitment of men and women only (although this was made explicit in some works e.g. [45, 91].
We therefore suggest that authors always report the percentage of participants who selected each
gender option presented, even when that percentage amounts to 0, and make it clear whether (and
why) any gender screening was applied at the point of participant recruitment or data analyses.

6.2.1 A Divisive Topic in HRI?. Gender analysis was a key topic of discussion at the 2022 HRI
conference, spotlighted in Friederike Eyssel’s keynote as she called for more of such (linking to her
work with Tannenbaum et al [85]) and again at the co-hosted DEI workshop10, in which we also
presented interim results of our systematic literature review. We took that opportunity to discuss
the divergent reviews we had received on this work to date, primarily focused on comments from
the HRI Conference AC committee members who ultimately chose to reject an earlier version
of this manuscript submitted for publication at the 2022 conference. Despite good reviews from
the assigned reviewers, committee members were concerned that our work could be seen to be
encouraging the very gender-based analysis that Eyssel seemed to be calling for. We highlight this
as further evidence that we, the HRI community, have divergent views on the what, whys and
hows on accounting for gender in HRI design and evaluation, and want to share those reviewers’
concerns that, whilst more gender analysis might be desirable, it should of course be well motivated
to avoid post-hoc rationalisation of findings that could propagate gender stereotypes. A classic
example of such rationalisation (as pointed to by one of our reviewers) is the phrenological idea
that women must be less intelligent than men because they have smaller heads [42]. Indeed, other
social psychology research has posited that gender stereotypes emerge specifically in order to
rationalise distribution of the sexes into social roles [38]; and the phrenology example demonstrates
how quantitative ‘evidence’ can be used to further legitimise such ideas. Whilst the question of
when gender analyses is (not) appropriate is hugely important then, it is not one we set out to
answer with this manuscript, and must surely be answered in an interdisciplinary and intersectional
manner. Again, we point to Burtscher and Spiel’s article on the topic of gender sensitivity in HCI
as an excellent and accessible starting point in this direction [18].
We should take care to consider who we are inviting to take part in our research, and, in

cases where gender analysis is deemed appropriate, be cognisant that the statistical methods most
commonly used in HRI to date fundamentally prohibit the inclusion of the very small number of
non-binary participants. Studies of the general need to be complemented by studies of the particular.
Quantitative methods might support some element of generalisation (although feminist approaches
would warn us that universality is neither feasible nor necessarily desirable [6]), but to be able to
say something about the general, the unusual is often clustered or ignored, making it even less
visible [27]. Qualitative approaches instead focus on highlighting the particular, allowing the reader
to identify what and how it is relevant for their situation [61]. The transferability of a study is thus
10https://sites.google.com/view/dei-hri-2022/home
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dependent on rich descriptions of the context and situation. For instance, our data on the relations
between HRI researchers’ background versus current research field and topic (see Supplementary
Materials Figure 3) is not large enough to draw many strong genereliseable conclusions, but it is
rich enough to identify some patterns for further study.

6.3 Summary of Practical Suggestions Moving Forward
Here we pull together and summarise some starting recommendations on how we, the HRI research
community, might be able to improve on participant (gender) diversity and representation moving
forwards. Notably these recommendations cover actions at different levels (e.g. from individual
researchers/reviewers through to conference/journal organisation committees), and are intended
to provide a starting point for further discussions and initiatives. These recommendations further
build on existing guidelines [71] and recommendations [18] coming from our neighbouring field of
HCI.

6.3.1 Collecting, Reporting and Analysing Participant Gender. At the individual level, we suggest
researchers can:
(1) follow existing, published guidelines for inclusive gender capture and reporting [71]
(2) report how gender demographics questions were asked, i.e. whether participants were asked

about sex, gender and/or what answer options they were able to elect from (including options
that were not ultimately selected by any participants)

(3) be clear in the motivations for any gender analyses/hypothesised effects, and consider pre-
registering such analyses to avoid falling in to post-hoc rationalisations

(4) recognise that gender is only one identity characteristic pertinent to research participant
experience, likely to intersect with other facets of identity, being aware hence of the limitations
of their (gender) analyses [18]

At the community level, we might consider how conferences and journals can provide (minimum,
enforced and outside of page limit) requirements for extent and style of demographic information
(cf. e.g. the information on ethical recruitment required for submissions to the Interaction Design
and Children Conference11).
At both levels, these efforts could also draw from (and contribute to) initiatives like the IEEE’s

work in progress on a standard for recommended practice regarding human subjects research in
human-robot interaction12.

6.3.2 Qualitative Data Collection and Alternative Approaches to Thinking About Gender. The over-
whelming majority of papers we identified as undertaking some sort of gender analysis were
quantitative. Whether in gender analyses or in attempts to quantify diversity, numbers cannot
speak for themselves, they need to be understood in the appropriate context. This is particularly
important when complex phenomena such as diversity is condensed into individual indices. The
benefit of such numbers is the overview and comparisons it facilitates, but the cost is, by necessity,
disregarding the complexity. When using indices like that it is therefore crucial to complement them
with a thorough exposition and discussion of underlying assumptions, definitions, and context.
This could also be an excellent point where quantitative measures can interface in a constructive
way with qualitative results and reflections. On an individual level then, researchers might (re-
)consider when quantitative gender is appropriate, at the very least being transparent and clear in
communicating any possible limitations of such when sharing results, as well as if/how they might
use qualitative data collection/analysis to complement such analyses. Similarly, educators can draw
11https://idc.acm.org/2022/ethics-inclusion-and-accessibility/
12https://standards.ieee.org/ieee/3108/10710/#Working
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attention to (and validate) the use of qualitative methods in HRI (e.g. utilising material from the
recent HRI textbook [8]) and ensure their syllabi highlight the limitations of quantitative analyses.
An obvious benefit of qualitative research is the reduced emphasis on needing large sample sizes
to support quantitative, categorical analysis, making it easier to include (rather than inherently
excluding) participants of less common gender identities. When discussing issues regarding identity
in computing, educators should also be aware of how stereotypes in the field can affect the sense
of belonging among the students, leading to implicit exclusion of some subgroups [83].

At the community level, we can also look to ensure qualitative and/or other alternative method-
ologies examining the impacts of gender (for example) on HRI are not disadvantaged at the review
stage, simply due reviewers being more comfortable and familiar with quantitative analyses. Again,
this is something that the interdisciplinarity of HRI ought to be well-placed to support, provided that
researchers with the related expertise are represented in reviewer pools and program committees.
We should recognise the research opportunities that exist in bringing non-dominant perspectives to
HRI, and create spaces where discussion of these ideas can be led by appropriate experts. Workshops
like the 2021 and 2022 Gendering Robots workshop co-located with the ROMAN conference13 offer
such a vehicle for further encouraging interdisciplinarity, the sharing of best practices and the
mainstreaming ideas from outside of traditional computer science/engineering within HRI. We
(at both the individual and community levels) must be open to new and emerging methods of
analysis from these and other related fields. We point readers again, as a first example, to the previ-
ously mentioned recent Nature article calling for context over categories in social psychological
theory [23]. The discussion of social constructionism, assemblage theory and dynamic systems,
alongside how these might be operationalised in examining social phenomena, might provide some
inspiration for alternative ways to approach HRI research.

6.3.3 Participant Recruitment. At the individual level, researchers might reflect on their choice
of participant recruitment method, in particular around crowdsourcing and the risks/benefits of
gender screening tools provided by some crowdsourcing platforms. Burtscher and Spiel provide
some recommendations specifically pertinent to the recruitment and study of (gender) minority
participants, e.g. recrtuiment via peer groups, respect of gender self-identity and creation of non-
judgemental safe spaces [18]. At an institutional level, support could be provided to increase
accessibility through e.g. facilitating the proper re-numeration of participant labour and in ensuring
accessibility of experimental spaces. If engaging in more qualitative data collection as discussed
above, researchers can also better include participants of e.g. non-binary gender identity, but we
caution against researchers trying to target recruit, examine and report on the experiences of
persons with a particular identity in which they do not share – see discussions pertaining to
collaboration, rather than extraction of community knowledge, e.g. in Data Feminism [27].

6.3.4 Leveraging and Expanding Diversity in HRI. As a research field, HRI is diverse in terms of
contributing disciplines, which (currently) seemingly also brings with it some element of gender
diversity, as we have e.g. more men than women coming from computer science and more women
than men coming from the social sciences and psychology (see e.g. Table 3). We should strive
to extend and capitalise on such diversity within our field, as more diverse research teams are
more likely, in turn, to recruit more diverse participants. Such efforts must also include those
who are LGBTQ2IA* or of a minority race identity, and the social and/or professional networking
events typically employed at most academic conferences could be adapted specifically towards
creating such connections and trying to foster greater sense of belonging [83]. When creating such
structures, it is important to scrutinise who are actually encouraged and allowed to participate and

13https://sites.google.com/view/ro-man-genr-workshop/home
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to belong, and who are implicitly or explicitly excluded. Initiatives such as Queer in AI14 and Black
in Robotics15 are working towards improved inclusiveness in the fields by compiling resources,
building networks, developing guidelines, etc. that we can take inspiration from in this regard.
At the individual level, researchers might therefore consider who they are (not) collaborating

with, and, in the case of faculty or lab managers, who they are recruiting into their groups. This
must be done cautiously however in order to avoid tokenism, particularly given the potential to
create teams which replicate current gender trends (e.g. hiring one woman researcher with a
psychology background in an effort to simultaneously increase gender and field diversity). To avoid
this, faculty, group leaders and others in positions of power in particular might consider taking on
professional development activities concerned with identity in computing to better understand
diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) issues in both our research and in our institutions (see e.g.
The Cultural Competence in Computing (3C) Fellows Program16).

At the community level, we might also consider how we can raise awareness and understanding
of these issues via e.g. choice of conference keynote speakers, conference-hosted tutorials akin
to those seen at the CHI conference and workshops dedicated to the topic, the DEI workshop at
HRI 2022 providing a great starting point. Building on our discussion of diversity metrics (and
their limitations), we also identify a (community level) need for work towards identifying what
aspects of diversity are particularly relevant for HRI, and how those would most appropriately
be operationalised into comparable measures. This would not circumvent the need for grounding
and discussing the results in each case they are used (see again the discussion on quantitative plus
qualitative data in the previous subsection), but would facilitate interpretations and comparisons
within the context of HRI. In addition, it is important monitor how the community members feel in
relation to the field to prevent people only being included on paper, and make sure that there is
an actual sense of belonging. In particular, acknowledging that participation and belonging is not
equally obvious for everyone [83].

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have outlined our definition of gender bias (Section 1.2), described our collection
of both participant (Section 3) and researcher gender and background information (Section 4), then
using the results to to address our research questions (Section 5) and provide discussion points
including a summary of practical suggestions for improved practice moving forward (Section 6).
We found in response to RQ1 that there is some evidence of gender bias in the HRI research

field (section 5.1), and that this bias in representation follows similar patterns to what was found in
HCI by Offenwanger et al. [59]. These repeated patterns also extend to RQ2 about how the bias
varies, where, again like HCI, we see gender representation differing between subtopics of HRI,
and across different recruitment practices, specifically in the use of crowdsourcing, although we
identify available tools that might be used to counteract this in section 6.1.1. Turning to RQ3 and
the question of who is doing what in HRI, our analysis clearly points to the need for further work
on diversity measures (section 5.2), but we also show interesting trends in gender and field mobility,
which merit further investigation (Figure 3). This is all the more important in light of RQ4, where
we show that there is some evidence for a link between researcher identity and participant diversity
(section 5.3), but as researcher gender, background, and field are are tied together, further analysis
with a focus on intersectionality will be required to make progress on understanding this complex
phenomenon.

14https://www.queerinai.com/
15https://blackinrobotics.org/
16https://identity.cs.duke.edu/fellows.html
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In our reflection on gender analysis in HRI, we find in response to RQ5 that it is a minority of
papers which conduct some form of gender based analysis. Those that do such analysis typically
treat gender as a confound within their main statistical analysis (section 5.3). It is difficult to say
whether or not this is a problem in and of itself, but there is a clear need for further discussion on this
topic within the HRI research community (see the discussion in section 6.2.1). As a starting point,
we identify some of the key arguments for/against gender based analysis, and note the potential for
more qualitative treatments of gender to simultaneously support inclusion of non-binary individuals
and better contextual understanding of gender effects.

This research contributes a comprehensive data set of reported participant gender in HRI research,
as well as additional information about author gender and background, the joint analysis of which
show interesting trends, and highlights areas in need of future work. We highlight a clear need for
further discussions of gender practices within HRI research and suggest the practical suggestions
we provide in our discussion summary (section 6.3) are a concrete step in that direction. The
findings reported in this article are only a subset of the rich amount of information that can be
extracted from our dataset. While in the current paper we have focused on gender representation
and analyses, we encourage researchers to use it to uncover more trends and patterns in the HRI
field.
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